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Reboot: Making our own future

Objective: Bring residents, tourists and businesses back to 
Edinburgh

Strategy: Timely messaging - From Edinburgh with love,  This is 
Edinburgh, Make it Edinburgh/ We are Edinburgh

Tactics: Collate, edit and provide content for each phase. 
Communicate across channels to key target audiences in a 
structured and effective campaign. 



What are other cities currently doing?



Why this approach?

• People are building new routines and have new needs
– Joe Wicks PE class

– 5m+ registrations for Disney+

• Online usage +21%
– Fitness + 55%

– Parenting + 44%

– Travel – 6%

• Friendships endure; we have friends across the globe
– Support our audiences, build community, address their new needs 

– Develop dialogue

– Be present, be front of mind for when the time is right

• Data led decision making on timing 



Edinburgh’s reputation is emotive

“I know I’m meant to make a cynical joke about Ed Fringe being 
cancelled but I’m real sad about it not happening,”

“It’s been the only reason I’ve been able to get into the comedy 
& acting world and I owe my entire career to that festival. 
Condolences to all.”

Jayde Adams.

“I’ve done it every year for ages now and love it. 
Creatively there’s nothing like it but mainly I’ll miss 
spending a month in one of the most beautiful and 
magical cities on earth.”

Matt Forde 

“This is a city of shifting light, of changing skies, of 
sudden vistas. A city so beautiful it breaks the heart 
again and again.” 

Alexander McCall Smith



Short term tactical plan

• Cancellation of festivals
– Family summer holidays impacted

– Staycation opportunities

• Countries recovering at different speeds
– Consumer safety confidence

• Potential impact on disposable income
– Recession fears

• The future of tourism will look different post COVID 19
– No one knows what it will look like

• Maintaining the 5 key principles of 2030 strategy



Consistent city wide communication 
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Rich, interactive, engaging place content

• Collation of all relevant city content into one  
central repository
– High res visuals

– Raw footage of films

– Finished production

• Footage that portrays to your overall proposition
– Not short shelf campaign material

• Schedule of community activity from partners
– Visuals/ graphics & Links

• City wide calendar of communications
– Integrated into businesses own plans



Consistently themed messaging 

• Phase 1:
– Supportive

– Helpful 

– Engaging

• Phase 2:
– Thought provoking 

– Memory inspiring

– Motivational

• Phase 3:
– We are open

– We offer you…

– We are waiting to welcome you



Bringing the people of the city with us

• Communicated by residents/ KOLs
– Voiceovers & local insights 

– Bookend films and stings

• Gain EEN support
– The city belongs to everyone

– Sustainable growth

– The voice of residents can, and will be heard

• Tone is key
– Positive, lighten the mood

– Talk about benefits, not COVID19

– Generosity will be remembered

– Actions speak louder



Improving accessibility and environment

• Ready made itineraries
– Walk the city

• Locals; Local favourites/ hidden gems

• Domestic; Short break, multiple visit opportunities

• International; Greatest hits & Traveller not tourist

• Blogger & vlogger engagement campaign
– Linked to key themes

– Domestic and international

• Off the shelf dynamic packages
– Hotels & restaurant dynamic packages

• Influence visitor flow

– Promote dynamic packages via OTA



Markets & audiences

Key Markets

Domestic leisure

International leisure

Conferences

Business travel

Academia

Themes

History

Culture

Literature

Architecture

Science

Film & Theatre

Channels

Online

Social (western)

Social (Chinese)

Email

PR

3rd parties



Creating distribution through partnership



Next steps…. Short life working groups

• Assets & Creative
– Asset collation

– Campaign development, management and editing

• Social media
– Social media data capturing

– Pan partner calendar planning

• Development team
– Active recruitment of businesses to collaborate

– Identification of short term opportunities

• Virtual book/ storytelling festival

• Potential European school holidays to target

• Mid term/ Halloween & Christmas are this year’s summer



Next steps….

• PR

– Engagement with key stakeholders to drive city coverage

• Future planning team
– Maintain the momentum and collaboration

– How the city continues to develop beyond 2021



As for resilience….

"This festival was born out of adversity -
an urgent need to reconnect and rebuild.”

Fergus Linehan


